To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

![Choose Databases](image)

Click on box of **which database(s) to search**
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”: 

Click on “Publications”
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

![Search Interface](image)

- Enter name of publication and click “browse”
**Search Result:**

Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:**
(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)
**Accessing your article:**

Scroll down the results page until you find your article title.

Click on PDF graphic to access the full text article.
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

![Choose Databases](http://www.ebscohost.com/ehost/selectdb?mid=12&sid=7120ad-29e8-4e8e-92df-d9383e4752ed%40sessionmgr112)

**Click on box of which database(s) to search**
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”:
3) **Search Example:** You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

Enter name of publication and click “browse”
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:**

(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by **topic** within the **entire databases**, by **topic** within **specific publications**, or search for **specific articles** within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on **searching within specific publications**.

**Logging In**
[Click Here](#) to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

**Searching By Publication**

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

![Choose Databases](image)

Click on box of which database(s) to search
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”: 

Click on “Publications”
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

Enter name of publication and click “browse”
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
To access the search page within the publication:
(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications


Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

![Choose Databases](image)

- **CINAHL with Full Text** is the world's most comprehensive source of full text for nursing-scientific health journals, providing full text for nearly 800 journals indexed in CINAHL. This authoritative file contains full text for many of the most used journals in the CINAHL index - with no embargo. Full-text coverage dates back to 1981.

- **MEDLINE with Full Text** is the world's most comprehensive source of full text for medical journals, providing full text for more than 1,470 journals indexed in MEDLINE. Of those, more than 1,450 have cover-to-cover indexing in MEDLINE, and of those, 361 are not found with full text in any version of Academic Search, Health Source or Biomedical Reference Collection. Click here for a complete title list. Click here for more info.

Click on box of which database(s) to search
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”:
3) **Search Example:** You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

[Image of EBSCOhost interface with search results for MEDLINE]
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:
(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)**

To run a topic search within the entire publication, click on “Search within this publication”

**OR**

To look for your specific article, click on the specific Issue.
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, choose which database you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

Choose Databases

To search within a single database, click the database name listed below. To select more than one database to search, check the boxes next to the databases and click “Continue.”

- **CINAHL with Full Text**: The world's most comprehensive source of full text for nursing and allied health journals, providing full text for nearly 500 journals indexed in CINAHL. This authoritative file contains full text for many of the most used journals in the CINAHL index - with no embargo. Full-text coverage dates back to 1981.
  - [Title List]
  - [More Information]

- **MEDLINE with Full Text**: The world's most comprehensive source of full text for medical journals, providing full text for more than 1,470 journals indexed in MEDLINE. Of those, more than 1,450 have cover-to-cover indexing in MEDLINE, and of those, 561 are not found with full text in any version of Academic Search, Health Source or Biomedical Reference Collection. Click here for a complete title list. Click here for more info.
  - [Title List]
  - [More Information]
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”: 

Click on “Publications”
3) **Search Example:** You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:**

(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)

To run a topic search within the entire publication, click on “Search within this publication” OR To look for your specific article, click on the specific Issue.
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

- **Click on box of which database(s) to search**
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”:
3) **Search Example:** You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:**

(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)

---

**Database:** MEDLINE with Full Text -- Publications

**Title:** Annals of internal medicine

**Title Abbreviation:** Ann Intern Med

**NLM Unique ID:** 0372351

**ISSN:** 0003-4819 Electronic ISSN: 1533-9084

**Publisher Information:**
- American College of Physicians
- Philadelphia, PA
- United States

**Languages:** English

**Dates of Publication:**
- v. 1- July 1927-

**Previous Publisher Information:**
- American College of Physicians.


---

To run a topic search within the entire publication, click on “Search within this publication”

**OR**

To look for your specific article, click on the specific Issue.
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In

Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

![Image of database selection screen](image-url)

- **Click on box of which database(s) to search**

- **CINAHL with Full Text**
  - The world's most comprehensive source of nursing & allied health journals, providing full text for nearly 500 journals indexed in CINAHL. This authoritative file contains full text for many of the most used journals in the CINAHL index - with no embargo. Full-text coverage dates back to 1981.

- **MEDLINE with Full Text**
  - The world's most comprehensive source of full text for medical journals, providing full text for more than 1,470 journals indexed in MEDLINE. Of those, more than 1,450 have cover-to-cover indexing in MEDLINE, and of those, 361 are not found with full text in any version of Academic Search, Health Source or Biomedical Reference Collection. Click here for a complete title list. Click here for more info.
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”: 

Click on “Publications”
3) **Search Example:** You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

Enter name of publication and click “browse”
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.
To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
To access the search page within the publication:
(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)

**Database: MEDLINE with Full Text -- Publications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Previous Record</th>
<th>Next Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Publication Details**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Annals of internal medicine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Title Abbreviation:** Ann Intern Med

**NLM Unique ID:** 0372351

**ISSN:** 0003-4819

**Electronic ISSN:** 1533-9961

**Publisher Information:**
American College of Physicians, Philadelphia, PA, United States

**Language:** English

**Dates of Publication:**
v. 1- July 1927-

**Previous Publisher:**
American College of Physicians.

**Alternate Title:**

To run a topic search within the entire publication, click on “Search within this publication”

OR

To look for your specific article, click on the specific Issue.
**Accessing your article:**

scroll down the results page until you find your article title.

Click on PDF graphic to access the full text article.
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

**Logging In**  
[Click Here](#) to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

**Searching By Publication**

Useful for:

- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”: 

Click on box of which database(s) to search
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”: 

![Image of EBSCOhost search page with a highlighted link to "Publications"]
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

Enter name of publication and click “browse”
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:
(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)**

Database: MEDLINE with Full Text -- Publications

To run a topic search within the entire publication, click on “Search within this publication”

OR

To look for your specific article, click on the specific Issue.
**Accessing your article:**

Scroll down the results page until you find your article title.

Click on PDF graphic to access the full text article.
The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”: 

Click on “Publications”
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

![Image of EBSCOhost search interface showing search for specific publication](image-url)

Enter name of publication and click “browse”
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:**

(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)
**Accessing your article:**

Scroll down the results page until you find your article title.

Click on PDF graphic to access the full text article.
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In

Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

![Choose Databases](image)

Click on box of which database(s) to search
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”: 

![Click on “Publications”](image)
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

Enter name of publication and click “browse”
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:**

(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)
**Accessing your article:**

Scroll down the results page until you find your article title.

Click on PDF graphic to access the full text article.
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In  
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

Choose Databases

To search within a single database, click the database name listed below. To select more than one database to search, check the boxes next to the databases and click Continue.

- **CINAHL with Full Text**
  - CINAHL with Full Text is the world’s most comprehensive source of full text for nursing and allied health journals, providing full text for nearly 600 journals indexed in CINAHL. This authoritative file contains full text for many of the most used journals in the CINAHL index - with no embargo. Full-text coverage dates back to 1981.
  - [Title List](#) [More Information](#)

- **MEDLINE with Full Text**
  - MEDLINE with Full Text is the world’s most comprehensive source of full text for medical journals, providing full text for more than 1,450 journals indexed in MEDLINE. Of those, more than 1,450 have cover-to-cover indexing in MEDLINE, and of those, 561 are not found with full text in any version of Academic Search, Health Source or Biomedical Reference Collection. Click here for a complete title list. Click here for more info.
  - [Title List](#) [More Information](#)

Click on box of which database(s) to search
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”:
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

![Image of EBSCOhost search interface]

Enter name of publication and click “browse”
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
To access the search page within the publication:
(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)
**Accessing your article:**

Click on PDF graphic to access the full text article.

Scroll down the results page until you find your article title.
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

- **CINAHL with Full Text** (1984)
  
  CINAHL with Full Text is the world's most comprehensive source of full text for nursing and allied health journals, providing full text for nearly 500 journals indexed in CINAHL. This authoritative file contains full text for many of the most used journals in the CINAHL index - with no embargo. Full-text coverage dates back to 1981.

- **MEDLINE with Full Text** (1946)
  
  MEDLINE with Full Text is the world's most comprehensive source of full text for medical journals, providing full text for more than 1,450 journals indexed in MEDLINE. Of those, more than 1,450 have cover-to-cover indexing in MEDLINE, and of those, 961 are not found with full text in any version of Academic Search, Health Source or Biomedical Reference Collection. Click here for a complete title list. Click here for more info.

![Choose Databases](http://www.clinicaltrials.gov)
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”: 

![Image of EBSCOhost search page with a red arrow pointing to the “Publications” tab, and a note saying “Click on “Publications”.”]
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**


**Enter name of publication and click “browse”**
Search results display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, and PDF graphic instantly indicates full text availability. To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:  
(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)**
**Accessing your article:**

Click on PDF graphic to access the full text article.

Scroll down the results page until you find your article title.
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips  

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In  
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication  

Useful for:  
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases  
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)  
- Running topic searches within specific publications  
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, choose which database you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”: 

Click on “Publications”
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

![EBSCOhost interface](image)

Enter name of publication and click “browse”
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.
To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:**

(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In

Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click "Continue":

![Choose Databases](image)

**Click on box of which database(s) to search**
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”:
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

Enter name of publication and click “browse”
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:**
(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)

To run a topic search within the entire publication, click on “Search within this publication”

OR

To look for your specific article, click on the specific Issue.
**Accessing your article:**

Scroll down the results page until you find your article title.

Click on PDF graphic to access the full text article.
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In  
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click "Continue".

---

Choose Databases

To search within a single database, click the database name listed below. To select more than one database to search, check the boxes next to the databases and click Continue.

- **CINAHL with Full Text (1994)**
  - CINAHL with Full Text is the world's most comprehensive source of full text for nursing & allied health journals, providing full text for nearly 500 journals indexed in CINAHL. This authoritative file contains full text for many of the most used journals in the CINAHL index - with no embargo. Full-text coverage dates back to 1981.
  - [Title List](#) [More Information](#)

- **MEDLINE with Full Text (1946)**
  - MEDLINE with Full Text is the world's most comprehensive source of full text for medical journals, providing full text for more than 1,470 journals indexed in MEDLINE. Of those, more than 1,450 have cover-to-cover indexing in MEDLINE, and of those, 561 are not found with full text in any version of Academic Search, Health Source or Biomedical Reference Collection.
  - [Title List](#) [More Information](#)

---

**Click on box of which database(s) to search**
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”: 

![Image of search page with highlighted “Publications” button]
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

Enter name of publication and click “browse”
**Search Result:**

- **Annals of internal medicine** [Ann Intern Med] NLMUID: 0372351
  - Bibliographic Records: MEDLINE (Full) v63a, Oct. 1965 - current; OLDMEDLINE; Full Text: 10/01/1965 to present
  - PDF Full Text

- **Annals of Iowa** [Ann Iowa] NLMUID: 100966524
  - Bibliographic Records: MEDLINE Date range of indexed citations un

- **Annals of medical history** [Ann Med Hist] NLMUID: 150098
  - Bibliographic Records: MEDLINE Date range of indexed citations un

- **Annals of medicine** [Ann Med] NLMUID: 8906388
  - Bibliographic Records: MEDLINE (Full) v21n1,Feb. 1989 - current; OLDMEDLINE; Full Text Delay

Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:**
(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)
**Accessing your article:**

Scroll down the results page until you find your article title.

Click on PDF graphic to access the full text article.
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

*Click on box of which database(s) to search*
2) On the search page, click on "Publications":

![Image of search page with "Publications" highlighted]
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication: (For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)**

[Image of EBSCOhost database interface with MEDLINE with Full Text and Publications views.]

**Publications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Previous Record</th>
<th>Next Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


- **Title:** Annals of internal medicine
- **Title Abbreviation:** Ann Intern Med
- **NLM Unique ID:** 0372351
- **ISSN:** 0003-4819 Electronic ISSN: 1532-1684
- **Publisher Information:** American College of Physicians, Philadelphia, PA, United States
- **Languages:** English
- **Dates of Publication:** v. 1- July 1927-
- **Previous Publisher:** American College of Physicians.

To run a topic search within the entire publication, click on “Search within this publication”

OR

To look for your specific article, click on the specific Issue.
**Accessing your article:**

Click on PDF graphic to access the full text article.

Scroll down the results page until you find your article title.
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In  
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click "Continue":

Choose Databases

To search within a single database, click the database name listed below. To select more than one database to search, check the boxes next to the databases and click Continue.

- **CINAHL with Full Text**
  - CINAHL with Full Text is the world's most comprehensive source of full text for nursing and allied health journals, providing full text for nearly 500 journals indexed in CINAHL. This authoritative file contains full text for many of the most used journals in the CINAHL index - with no embargo. Full-text coverage dates back to 1981.
  - [Title List]
  - [More Information]

- **MEDLINE with Full Text**
  - MEDLINE with Full Text is the world's most comprehensive source of full text for medical journals, providing full text for more than 1,470 journals indexed in MEDLINE. Of those, more than 1,450 have cover-to-cover indexing in MEDLINE, and of those, 561 are not found with full text in any version of Academic Search, Health Source, or Biomedical Reference Collection. Click here for a complete title list. Click here for more info.
  - [Title List]
  - [More Information]

[Click on box of which database(s) to search]
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”:
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

Enter name of publication and click “browse”
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:**
(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)
Accessing your article:

Click on PDF graphic to access the full text article.

Scroll down the results page until you find your article title.
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

- **CINAHL with Full Text (1982)**
  - CINAHL with Full Text is the world’s most comprehensive source of full-text for nursing & allied health journals, providing full text for nearly 500 journals indexed in CINAHL. This authoritative file contains full text for many of the most-used journals in the CINAHL index - with no embargo. Full-text coverage dates back to 1981.
  - Click here for more information.

- **MEDLINE with Full Text (1946)**
  - MEDLINE with Full Text is the world’s most comprehensive source of full text for medical journals, providing full text for more than 1,470 journals indexed in MEDLINE. Of those, more than 1,450 have cover-to-cover indexing in MEDLINE, and of those, 561 are not found with full text in any version of Academic Search, Health Source or Biomedical Reference Collection.
  - Click here for more information.
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”:
3) **Search Example:** You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

[Image of EBSOhost search interface with highlighted instructions]

Enter name of publication and click “browse”
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.
To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:**

(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In

Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:

- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

*Choose Databases*

To search within a single database, click the database name listed below. To select more than one database to search, check the boxes next to the databases and click Continue.

- **CINAHL with Full Text** (194)
  - CINAHL with Full Text is the world's most comprehensive source of full text for nursing literature and health journals, providing full text for nearly 500 journals indexed in CINAHL. This authoritative file contains full text for many of the most used journals in the CINAHL index - with no embargo. Full-text coverage dates back to 1981.
  - [Title List](#) [More Information](#)

- **MEDLINE with Full Text** (144)
  - MEDLINE with Full Text is the world's most comprehensive source of full text for medical journals, providing full text for more than 1,470 journals indexed in MEDLINE. Of those, more than 1,450 have cover-to-cover indexing in MEDLINE, and of those, 361 are not found with full text in any version of Academic Search, Health Source or Biomedical Reference Collection.
  - Click here for a complete title list. Click here for more info.
  - [Title List](#) [More Information](#)

[Click on box of which database(s) to search]
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”: 

Click on “Publications”
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:**
(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)
**Accessing your article:**

1. Scroll down the results page until you find your article title.
2. Click on the PDF graphic to access the full text article.
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

![Choose Databases](image)

- **CINAHL with Full Text**
  - CINAHL with Full Text is the world’s most comprehensive source of full-text for nursing and allied health journals, providing full text for nearly 500 journals indexed in CINAHL. This authoritative file contains full text for many of the most used journals in the CINAHL index - with no embargo. Full-text coverage dates back to 1981.
  - [Title List] [More Information]

- **MEDLINE with Full Text**
  - MEDLINE with Full Text is the world's most comprehensive source of full text for medical journals, providing full text for more than 1,450 journals indexed in MEDLINE. Of those, more than 1,450 have cover-to-cover indexing in MEDLINE, and of those, 561 are found with full text in any version of Academic Search, Health Source or Biomedical Reference Collection. Click here for a complete title list. Click here for more info.
  - [Title List] [More Information]

[Click on box of which database(s) to search]
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”:
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**
To access the search page within the publication:
(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)
The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

*Click on box of which database(s) to search*
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”: 

Click on “Publications”
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

![Image ofEBSCOhost search interface]
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication. To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:
(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

![Choose Databases](image)

Click on box of which database(s) to search
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”:
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:**

(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)
**Accessing your article:**

1. Click on PDF graphic to access the full text article.
2. Scroll down the results page until you find your article title.
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In  
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

Choose Databases

To search within a single database, click the database name listed below. To select more than one database to search, check the boxes next to the databases and click Continue.

- **CINAHL with Full Text**
  - CINAHL with Full Text is the world’s most comprehensive source of full text for nursing-related health journals, providing full text for nearly 500 journals indexed in CINAHL. This authoritative file contains full text for many of the most used journals in the CINAHL index - with no embargo. Full-text coverage dates back to 1981.
  - Title List
  - More Information

- **MEDLINE with Full Text**
  - MEDLINE with Full Text is the world’s most comprehensive source of full text for medical journals, providing full text for more than 1,470 journals indexed in MEDLINE. Of those, more than 1,450 have cover-to-cover indexing in MEDLINE, and of those, 361 are not found with full text in any version of Academic Search, Health Source, or Biomedical Reference Collection. Click here for a complete title list. Click here for more info.
  - Title List
  - More Information
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”:
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

![Enter name of publication and click “browse”](image-url)
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.
To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:
(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)**

To run a topic search within the entire publication, click on “Search within this publication” OR To look for your specific article, click on the specific Issue.
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by *topic* within the *entire databases*, by *topic* within *specific publications*, or search for *specific articles* within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on *searching within specific publications*.

**Logging In**  
[Click Here](#) to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

**Searching By Publication**

**Useful for:**
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

---

Choose Databases

To search within a single database, click the database name listed below. To select more than one database to search, check the boxes next to the databases and click Continue.

- **CINAHL with Full Text**
  - CINAHL with Full Text is the world's most comprehensive source of full text for nursing and allied health journals, providing full text for nearly 500 journals indexed in CINAHL. This authoritative file contains full text for many of the most used journals in the CINAHL index - with no embargo. Full-text coverage dates back to 1981.
  - [Title List](#) [More Information](#)

- **MEDLINE with Full Text**
  - MEDLINE with Full Text is the world's most comprehensive source of full text for medical journals, providing full text for more than 1,450 journals indexed in MEDLINE. Of those, more than 1,450 have cover-to-cover indexing in MEDLINE, and of those, 1,361 are found with full text in any version of Academic Search, Health Source or BioMedical Reference Collection. Click here for a complete title list. Click here for more info.
  - [Title List](#) [More Information](#)

---

Click on box of which database(s) to search
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”:
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

![EBSCOhost search interface](image)

Enter name of publication and click “browse”
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:
(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)
**Accessing your article:**

Scroll down the results page until you find your article title.

Click on PDF graphic to access the full text article.
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In

Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, choose which database you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”: 

Click on “Publications”
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

Enter name of publication and click “browse”
**Search Result:**

Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication: (For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)**

To run a topic search within the entire publication, click on “Search within this publication” OR To look for your specific article, click on the specific Issue.
**Accessing your article:**

1. Click on PDF graphic to access the full text article.
2. Scroll down the results page until you find your article title.

---

Identifying this serotype must be applied to the blood cultures. Detection of free cryoglobulins in blood filters may be an effective diagnostic procedure.

*Database: MEDLINE with Full Text*

---

Clinical and prognostic significance of vasculitis as an early manifestation of connective tissue disease syndromes


The findings of these patients cannot be distinguished in blood cultures. Detection of free cryoglobulins in blood filters may be an effective diagnostic procedure.

*Database: MEDLINE with Full Text*

---

Primary Sjögren's syndrome and other autoimmune diseases in families: Prevalence and immunogenetic studies in six kindreds


*Database: MEDLINE with Full Text*
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In

Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, choose which database you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”:  

Click on “Publications”
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

[Image of a screenshot showing a search interface on EBSOhost]
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.
To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:**

(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)

---

**Database:** MEDLINE with Full Text -- Publications

**Publications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Previous Record</th>
<th>Next Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Publication Details** For “Annals of internal medicine [Ann Intern Med] NLMUID: 0372351”

- **Title:** Annals of internal medicine
- **Title Abbreviation:** Ann Intern Med
- **NLM Unique ID:** 0372351
- **ISSN:** 0003-4819
- **Electronic ISSN:** 1533-9815
- **Publisher Information:** American College of Physicians, Philadelphia, PA, United States
- **Languages:** English
- **Dates of Publication:** v. 1- July 1927-
- **Previous Publisher:** American College of Physicians.

To run a topic search within the entire publication, click on “Search within this publication”

OR

To look for your specific article, click on the specific Issue.
**Accessing your article:**

Scroll down the results page until you find your article title.

Click on PDF graphic to access the full text article.
The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication
Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

- **CINAHL with Full Text**
  - Description: This database is the world’s most comprehensive source of full text for nursing and allied health journals, providing full text for nearly 500 journals indexed in CINAHL. This authoritative file contains full text for many of the most used journals in the CINAHL index with no embargo. Full-text coverage dates back to 1981.
  - Options: Title List, More Information

- **MEDLINE with Full Text**
  - Description: MEDLINE with Full Text is the world’s most comprehensive source of full text for medical journals, providing full text for more than 1,470 journals indexed in MEDLINE. Of those, more than 1,450 have cover-to-cover indexing in MEDLINE, and of those, 361 are not found with full text in any version of Academic Search, Health Source or Biomedical Reference Collection. Click here for a complete title list. Click here for more info.
  - Options: Title List, More Information

Click on box of which database(s) to search
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”:
3) **Search Example:** You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

Enter name of publication and click “browse”
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:**
(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)

---

**Database:** MEDLINE with Full Text -- Publications

**Title:** Annals of internal medicine

**Title Abbreviation:** Ann Intern Med

**NLM Unique ID:** 0372351

**ISSN:** 0003-4819

**Electronic ISSN:** 1533-990X

**Publisher Information:** American College of Physicians, Philadelphia, PA

**United States**

**Language:** English

**Dates of Publication:** v. 1- July 1927-

**Previous Publisher:** American College of Physicians.


---

To run a topic search within the entire publication, click on “Search within this publication”

OR

To look for your specific article, click on the specific Issue.
**Accessing your article:**

Scroll down the results page until you find your article title.

Click on PDF graphic to access the full text article.
The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

Click on box of which database(s) to search
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”:  

Click on “Publications”
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:**
(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

---

Click on box of which database(s) to search
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”: 

![Image of the search page with a highlighted box indicating to click on “Publications”](image-url)
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


   **After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

   ![Image of EBSOChost interface]

   Enter name of publication and click “browse”
**Search Result:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>NLMUID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Annals of internal medicine [Ann Intern Med]</strong> NLMUID: 0372351</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|         | Bibliographic Records: MEDLINE (Full) v63n1 Oct. 1965 - current; OLDMEDLINE; Full Text: 10/01/1965 to present
|         | □ | PDF Full Text                              |            |
|         | **Annals of Iowa [Ann Iowa]** NLMUID: 100966524 |            |
|         | Bibliographic Records: MEDLINE Date range of indexed citations unconfirmed
|         | Bibliographic Records: MEDLINE Date range of indexed citations unconfirmed
|         | **Annals of medicine [Ann Med]** NLMUID: 8906388 |            |
|         | Bibliographic Records: MEDLINE (Full) v21n1 Feb. 1989 - current; OLDMEDLINE; Full Text: 02/01/1989 to present
|         | □ | Full text delay due to publisher restrictions ("embargo") |            |

Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
To access the search page within the publication:
(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)

To run a topic search within the entire publication, click on “Search within this publication” OR To look for your specific article, click on the specific Issue.
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, choose which database you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

- Click on box of which database(s) to search

Choose Databases

To search within a single database, click the database name listed below. To select more than one database to search, check the boxes next to the databases and click Continue.
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”:
3) **Search Example:** You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

[Image of EBSCOhost interface with search results for Annals of Internal Medicine]
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:**

(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)
**Accessing your article:**

Scroll down the results page until you find your article title.

Click on PDF graphic to access the full text article.
The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

![Choose Databases screen](http://web.ebscohost.com/ehost/selectdb?sid=46475a6d-9f49-4834-929f-d992e5738d6b%40sessionmgr112)

- **CINAHL with Full Text** (1940)
  - CINAHL with Full Text is the world’s most comprehensive source of full text for nursing and allied health journals, providing full text for nearly 500 journals indexed in CINAHL. This authoritative file contains full text for many of the most used journals in the CINAHL index - with no embargo. Full-text coverage dates back to 1981.
  - [Title List](#) [More Information](#)

- **MEDLINE with Full Text** (1946)
  - MEDLINE with Full Text is the world’s most comprehensive source of full text for medical journals, providing full text for more than 1,470 journals indexed in MEDLINE. Of those, more than 1,450 have cover-to-cover indexing in MEDLINE, and of those, 361 are not found with full text in any version of Academic Search, Health Source or Biomedical Reference Collection. Click here for a complete title list. Click here for more info.
  - [Title List](#) [More Information](#)
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”: 

Click on “Publications”
3) **Search Example:** You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**
To access the search page within the publication:
(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)
**Accessing your article:**

Scroll down the results page until you find your article title.

Click on PDF graphic to access the full text article.
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:

- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:

- **CINAHL with Full Text**: The world’s most comprehensive source of full text for nursing & allied health journals, providing full text for nearly 500 journals indexed in CINAHL. This authoritative file contains full text for many of the most used journals in the CINAHL index - with no embargo. Full-text coverage dates back to 1981.
  - [Title List](#)
  - [More Information](#)

- **MEDLINE with Full Text**: The world’s most comprehensive source of full text for medical journals, providing full text for more than 1,470 journals indexed in MEDLINE. Of those, more than 1,450 have cover-to-cover indexing in MEDLINE and of those, 361 are not found with full text in any version of Academic Search, Health Source, or Biomedical Reference Collection. Click here for a complete title list. Click here for more info.
  - [Title List](#)
  - [More Information](#)

Click on box of which database(s) to search.
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”:
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

- Enter name of publication and click “browse”
Search result:


Bibliographic Records: MEDLINE (Full) v63n11, Oct. 1965 - current; OLDMEDLINE; Full Text: 10/01/1965 to present

**Annals of Iowa [Ann Iowa] NLMUID: 100966524**

Bibliographic Records: MEDLINE, Date range of indexed citations up to 2000


Bibliographic Records: MEDLINE, Date range of indexed citations up to 2000


Bibliographic Records: MEDLINE (Full) v21n1, Feb. 1989 - current; OLDMEDLINE; Full Text Delay due to publisher restrictions ("embargo")

Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:**
(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips  

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”: 

Click on “Publications”
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

![Screen with EBSOhost search interface]

Enter name of publication and click “browse”
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication. To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
To access the search page within the publication:
(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)
**Accessing your article:**

Scroll down the results page until you find your article title.

Click on PDF graphic to access the full text article.
To: Holy Cross Hospital Physicians, Nurses, and Associates  
From: Holy Cross Hospital Learning Center  
Re: EBSCO Search Tips

The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In

Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, **choose which database** you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”:
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”: 

![Image of EBSCOhost search page with emphasis on the "Publications" button]
3) **Search Example**: You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**
**Search Result:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Title</th>
<th>NLMUID</th>
<th>Bibilographic Records</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annals of internal medicine [Ann Intern Med]</td>
<td>0372351</td>
<td>MEDLINE (Full) v63n1, Oct. 1965 - current; OLDMEDLINE; Full Text: 10/01/1965 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annals of Iowa [Ann Iowa]</td>
<td>100966524</td>
<td>MEDLINE Date range of indexed citations up to January 1966.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annals of medicine [Ann Med]</td>
<td>8906388</td>
<td>MEDLINE (Full) v21n1, Feb. 1989 - current; OLDMEDLINE; Full Text: 02/01/1989 to present</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:**
(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)
The MedLine with Full Text and CINAHL with Full Text databases allow you to search by topic within the entire databases, by topic within specific publications, or search for specific articles within publications. To assist you in exploring the services that EBSCOhost offers, below are step-by-step instructions on searching within specific publications.

Logging In
Click Here to go to the log in page. (For ID and Password, call the Learning Center at (954) 776-3267.

Searching By Publication

Useful for:
- Searching through a list of publication titles that are included in the databases
- Determining your available access (which publications provide instant access to full text articles; the date ranges of available full text articles; which issue dates have searchable bibliographic citations)
- Running topic searches within specific publications
- Searching for specific articles within publications
Instructions:

1) Once logged in, choose which database you would like to search (can choose both if you would like to expand the search) and click “Continue”.

Click on box of which database(s) to search
2) On the search page, click on “Publications”:
3) **Search Example:** You are looking for a specific article with the following citation:


**After Instruction #2 (above), enter the publication name and click “browse”:**

![Diagram of search interface]

**Enter name of publication and click “browse”**
Search results will display the title, dates of available bibliographic citations, dates of available full text articles, & PDF graphic instantly indicates that full text articles are available for this publication.

To search within the publication, click on the publication title.
**To access the search page within the publication:**
(For our Search Example, we would scroll down the page & click on the 1984, Volume 101 Issue)

To run a topic search within the entire publication, click on "Search within this publication"
OR
To look for your specific article, click on the specific Issue.